BOUNTY
We hire Community Heroes
Become a fully involved community member. Complete
various tasks, earn tokens, become an ORCA Alliance
ambassador.

AMBASSADOR
BOUNTY

Get paid for spreading the knowledge
Anywhere in the world You can participate in ORCA Bounty program by becoming our ambassador.
If you wish to apply:
First, become a Bounty member by following all our social media channels;
Second, give your profiles an exclusive look, upload ORCA cover pictures;
Moreover, embrace the ambassador’s pack and give us a 100-word long description of how you are about to use it, how will you gather the
local community and spread the word at bounty@orcaalliance.eu
Now, give us a few days to get in touch, let’s set up tasks to be completed and begin your career.

___________________________________
Approved ambassadors will:
Manage social media groups in BitcoinTalk, Reddit, etc.;
Represent our spirit, goals, ideas, and achievements so that everyone could understand them;.
Be always ready to put out wireless storms, strangle digital trolls;
Supervise local community chats;
Groom the local community;
Share custom ORCA-branded design projects.
Ambassador will get > 800 ORCA Tokens, depending on the contribution, plus can earn 50% extra by making everything perfect.

AMBASSADOR

AMBASSADOR
BOUNTY

TWITTER FOLLOW & REPOSTS
Crypto Content tweet is up next
___________________________________.
To become a profitable Twitter bounty member:
Follow our official page on Twitter from your account that is at least four months old;
Retweet news marked with #ORCAAlliance from our official page within 3 days after their publication and do not delete them until the ICO
ends.
For bonus, change your cover to our official Twitter page cover.
Each described retweet, like & comment following
will earn you a certain amount of tokens.
Each retweet earns you 10 ORCA Tokens.
You can get 100% bonus by attracting comments, likes and shares.
Every option will be reviewed separately.
We will inform you when we reach our bounty hardcap. At that time we will stop bounty programme and new entries will no longer be accepted.

FACEBOOK FOLLOW & REPOSTS
Don’t just scroll, earn.
____________________________________
To become a profitable Facebook bounty member:
Follow our official page on Facebook from your at least four months old account.
Share news marked with #ORCAAlliance from our official page within 3 days after their publication and do not delete them until the ICO
ends. Shares to public pages and open groups on Facebook are also accepted. All reposts must be public.
For bonus, change your cover to our official Facebook page cover.
Each repost earns you 10 ORCA Tokens.
You can get 100% bonus by attracting comments, likes and shares.
Every option will be reviewed separately.

We ONLY count the posts that are marked with #ORCAAlliance by our team. So, if you add our hashtag to any posts, it is not counted the same way.
We will inform you when we reach our bounty hardcap. At that time we will stop bounty programme and new entries will no longer be accepted.

audiovisual creativity WANTED
____________________________________
Come on board with a video discussing | introducing | analyzing our project in your own way.
Discussion Boards:
Benefits and aim - explain ORCA ideas in your own words;
discuss the lack of convenience in the cryptocurrency world
invite people for mass adoption explaining the importance, pros, and cons;
introduce to the future of cryptocurrency with a unified and customisable platform.
Conditions to earn tokens in this category:
Text and video must be original.
Video must include links to ORCA Alliance at the comment section; Add button with an active link.
Mention our project in your video as initiators, use as an example or else.
Channel, where the video will be published, should have at least 1000 subscribers.
We accept videos in all languages.
For full ORCA Alliance ICO review you can earn 1000 ORCA Tokens.
Every other comparison, mention, short review and etc can be worth 250 ORCA Tokens.
You can get 100% bonus by reaching 20.000 views, comments, likes.
Every option will be reviewed separately.
If you have 10 000+ SUBSCRIBERS, please contact for extra bonuses.
We will inform you when we reach our bounty hardcap. At that time we will stop bounty programme and new entries will no longer be accepted.

POSTS ON BLOGS/SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
____________________________________
It can be your personal blog or your personal social networking page, LinkedIn, or Slack.
Write a post about ORCA in any language, with at least 250 characters and containing a link to our website.
Discussion Boards:
Benefits and aim - explain ORCA ideas in your own words; discuss the lack of convenience in the cryptocurrency world; invite people for mass
adoption explaining the importance, pros, and cons; introduce to the future of cryptocurrency with a unified and customisable platform.
Write in your own words, plagiarism is not allowed. If your article is found as copied/stolen, you will be blacklisted from the bounty program.

X>250 characters
Y>500 characters
For X characters post you will get 40 ORCA Tokens.
FOR Y characters post you will get 200 ORCA Tokens.

After reading your article extra 10% bonus can be added according to the ORCA Alliance Administration opinion
We will inform you when we reach our bounty hardcap. At that time we will stop bounty programme and new entries will no longer be accepted.

TRANSLATIONS
____________________________________
Kind regards to everyone prepared to translate our most important feed to your native language.

Important requirements and facts:
- The translation must be of a high quality - using gaoogle translate is strictly prohibited.
- The translation should be easily understood by anyone, not too technical or too literal.
- Previous experience with fin-tech project translations is required.
- All translations will be reviewed by professional proofreaders.
- Our Team will decide whether the quality is high or low.
- Our team keeps the right not to release Bounty if the translation does not meet the requirements.

-WEB translation (400 ORCA Tokens);
- White Paper translation (5000 ORCA Tokens);
- One Pager translation (400 ORCA tokens).
You can get extra 800 Tokens by translating all parts in less than 10 days.
Please register for translations bounty@orcaalliance.eu
Download the brochures for translation

ORCA Alliance Bounty is led by a powerhouse
team of project managers who guide the
process.
For more details contact
us at:
bounty@orcaalliance.eu
or
Telegram Group

